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Thank you to Eleanor, Sarah, Wanda, Beth, Carol Reimche, and Marjorie for helping with
NRHD and kick off to Cardiac Ready Community Designation. Also extra thanks to Marjorie
for helping on the Cardiac Ready Community committee. It will be a very worthwhile effort for
our communities when we finish the projects… Candie Thompson DON
Mr. K stopped at the desk to tell me Eva had a wonderful birthday and how kind Bethany
Egeberg was by making cupcakes for Eva’s birthday. He said they were decorated so pretty. The
kind gesture was greatly appreciated by him and Eva. Danita Rixen
A big thank you to all the office staff who had a surprise birthday gathering for me with egg bake
sweet bread, juice and fruit. It all was very good. I think this is the first time that I really
celebrated my birthday in last number of years. May god bless you all. Sr. Mary Agnes
Last week, Robin Arnold notice that the family was having a hard time to getting a sick one out
of the car and she went out to give a hand to the person that they were trying to put into a wheel
chair. Sr. Mary Agnes
Thank you Sarah, again for working so diligently on our Diabetes education endeavor! Not
only for your DEEP curriculum classes, but getting the whole accreditation ball rolling and
working on our in-house meals! Your enthusiasm and dedication is much recognized and
appreciated! Thanks to Mary Prouty, Eleanor Sieglock, Sarah Gregg, Wanda Wuischik,
Marjorie Kleinsasser and Beth Huseth for all your help in organizing for NRHD and our
Cardiac Ready Community project. Also to Sandy Tuebner for all your work in finding us
some funding for the project it is a worthwhile cause for our community and am proud to have a
team that is looking at the needs of our community! Candie T.
Tonia Erickson helped a family member to get his mother out of the car yesterday before
she was admitted to swing area. The patient was very happy to be back in Harvey. Sr. Mary
Agnes
Thank you to Gail G. for coordinating the event to celebrate my LTC license and one year
anniversary and thank you for EVERYONE who attended and celebrated the event with me. I am
very fortunate to be here and again a big thank you to all! Mike Z.

Success is not final; failure is not fatal. It is the courage to continue that counts.
Winston Churchill (1874-1965)

